A request from Jan Hanecom (attachment 2) to build two other versions of his original GNSS-FR “Air Observer”, the Air Observer Mini Logger and the Air Observer Micro Logger was forwarded to the GAC Bureau.

The Bureau has discussed the issue and gave the preliminary approval to use the Air Observer Mini Logger and Air Observer Micro Logger in FAI, GAC competitions under the condition that the - FAI, Sporting Code, Section 2, Annex 4, - the message sent on 18. January 2004 to the GNSS-FR producer (attachment 1) and - requirements and conditions stated in the request of the producer are met.

Today a request was received from COMMUNICATION&NAVIGATION to certify the GPS-Logger “TinyBrother GPS” for use in GAC competitions. The Austrian producer, Werner Oberegger, is given the guarantee that the above mentioned conditions are met for the “TinyBrother GPS”. (attachment 3)

Based on these facts I propose to amend Sporting Code, Section 2, Annex 4 to include the new equipment. The proposed amendment (attachment 4, only cover page and page 13), which should be agreed by the Plenary Meeting is attached.

Dieter Stephan

Attachments:
1. Letter to producer of GNSS-FR, 18.01.2004
2. Request from Tilt-Tech CC (Air Observer), 21.06.2004
3. Request from C&N (GeoTracker GPS/ TinyBrother GPS), 16.10.2004
4. Proposed amendment of SC2, Annex 4